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Credited as the inventor of the philosophy of history, Vico's influential pre-Enlightenment theories about knowledge, metaphysics, and moral consciousness gained a wider audience with this
acclaimed 20th-century exposition.
Loosely inspired by the legend of Camelot, Dark Sexy Knight tells the story of dinner theater knight Colt Lane, who meets down-on-her-luck Verity Gwynn on the worst day of her life. Evicted
from their home, Verity and her special-needs brother, Ryan, must find jobs or risk being separated. Colt, who is the furthest-possible thing from a white knight in real life, comes to their
unlikely rescue, quickly cementing his place in Verity's heart. Colt has dark, deeply buried secrets that keep his smile hidden and his eyes down, which has kept people away . . . until he
meets Verity, who seems immune to his gruff manners and taciturn ways. The more time Colt spends with her, the more he longs for her sweetness in his life and yearns to be the knight in
shining armor she so desperately needs. Certain he will lose her if she learns the truth about his past, he must decide if he can trust her with his yesterday in order to build a beautiful
tomorrow.
This book is a retrospective view of modern philosophical anthropology through the works of two of its greatest exponents. the author demonstrates how mythology, the philosophy of history
and language and Vico's concept of man had as a constant referral point Malebranche's psychology with its Cartesian formulation. The idolatrous and mythopoietic imagination that is
described in La Scienza Nuova (New Science) has much in common with the "pagan" mind (that is to say the mind subjugated to passions, sensitivity and fantasy that is described in La
Recherche (The Search after Truth). Some of the themes discussed here are myth, the metaphoric nature of thought, idolatry, the formation of mentality, the relationships which bind passions
and representations and the association of ideas through iconic images. Also discussed are other themes such as the structure of society and imagination, imitation, persuasion and social
relationships, communication within society between illustrious imaginations. Moreover in Malebranche has been found a complex and complete theory of imaginative universals (universali
fantastici). The philosophy of the imagination in Vico and Malebranche is translated and edited by Giorgio A. Pinton.
Sociology is concerned with modern society, but has never come to terms with one of the most distinctive and horrific aspects of modernity - the Holocaust. The book examines what sociology
can teach us about the Holocaust, but more particularly concentrates upon the lessons which the Holocaust has for sociology. Bauman's work demonstrates that the Holocaust has to be
understood as deeply involved with the nature of modernity. There is nothing comparable to this work available in the sociological literature.
A chemist-turned-writer and a construction rigger in a remote factory pass the time swapping tales of their lives and voyages. Primo Levi’s most light-hearted novel, The Monkey’s Wrench is
a tribute to storytelling, human ingenuity, and the importance of finding meaningful work in life. “A lot of stories have happened to me,” says Faussone, the mysterious construction rigger at
the center of this comic novel by Primo Levi. Far from home on a work assignment, Libertino Faussone befriends the book’s narrator, a chemist based loosely off of Levi himself. Although he
can’t quite explain it, the chemist is immediately entranced by the wandering laborer who has traveled to every corner of the world. The two embark on an unlikely friendship, trading tales
filled with curses and spies, scandal and heartbreak. With its easy-going and even whimsical tone, The Monkey’s Wrench is a change from Primo Levi’s other works. Yet its message is just
as vital. The novel reminds us about the importance of connection between strangers, our endless capacity to solve even the most challenging of problems, and finding fulfillment in work.
Along with Elie Wiesel and Hannah Arendt, Primo Levi is remembered as one of the most powerful and perceptive writers on the Holocaust and the Jewish experience during World War II.
This is an essential book both for students and literary readers. Reading Primo Levi is a lesson in the resiliency of the human spirit.
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Schelling's never completed "masterpiece", translated here with an introduction covering Schelling's life, other works, and a brief analysis of The Ages of the World by Wirth (philosophy, Ogelthorpe U.),
explores the question of time as the relationship between poetry and philosophy. Contemporary philosophers herald this work as a predecessor to the modern debates about post-modernity and the limits of
dialectical thinking.
Ziggy Stardust, Aladdin Sane, The Thin White Duke: David Bowie had an extraordinary talent for reinvention. But at the beginning of his career, he made the most significant transformation of his life: from
David to Bowie. In 1969, shortly after the release of his first hit single, David and his girlfriend Angie move into Haddon Hall, a sprawling Victorian villa in the London suburbs. Part commune, part creative hub,
the house becomes home to a community of musicians, hippies, and hangers-on. As egos clash and parties get out of hand, David keeps writing: Changes, Kooks, Life on Mars songs that will propel him to
global fame. Charting Bowie s personal life, the development of his music, and the transformation of his image, "Haddon Hall" is an evocative portrait of a young artist presiding over a musical revolution."
In 1537 Francesco Guicciardini, adviser and confidant to three popes, governor of several central Italian states, ambassador, administrator, military captain--and persona non grata with the ruling Medici after
the siege of Florence--retired to his villa to write a history of his times. His Storia d'Italia became the classic history of Italy--both a brilliant portrayal of the Renaissance and a penetrating vision into the tragedy
and comedy of human history in general. Sidney Alexander's readable translation and abridgment of Guicciardini's four-volume work earned the prestigious 1970 P.E.N. Club translation award. His perceptive
introduction and notes add much to the understanding of Guicciardini's masterpiece.
Xenia è un adolescente che vive negli anni Ottanta del secolo scorso. La sua spiccata sensibilità e intelligenza la portano a interrogarsi sulla falsità del mondo che la circonda e lei tende a isolarsi da tutti.
Xenia fatica a trovare il suo posto nella società, ma grazie all'intervento di uno psichiatra trova coraggio di vivere. A venti anni entra nel mondo artificioso della moda ma la situazione non migliora. Due uomini
muoiono a causa sua. Xenia finisce in prigione. Come nella canzone Blackout di David Bowie. La ragazza nota che la sua vita assomiglia in modo impressionante a quella canzone. Qual è il mistero nascosto
sotto a questa semplice coincidenza?Questo racconto, all'apparenza banale ha un finale a sorpresa che sconvolgerà il lettore.Xenia Kenakis è il nome d'arte di Paola Musticchio (Arezzo, Italia - 1966). Ha
scritto specialmente nella sua giovinezza, ma ama pubblicare adesso, durante l'età matura. A lei piacciono specialmente alcuni generi: drammatico, fantascienza, fantasy, thriller e non ha problemi di
mescolarli insieme per creare nuove gustose miscele. Ha scritto poesie quando era adolescente e racconti brevi, racconti lunghi e un romanzo. Ha partecipato ad alcuni concorsi letterari ricevendo buoni
riconoscimenti. È insegnante di musica (grazie al diploma di Pianoforte e alla Laurea di Musicologia), ed è attiva sui social network. Pubblica le sue opere in esclusiva su Amazon Kindle Direct Publishing.
A reprint of Maritain's classic reflection on social and political issues.
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Lauren had been raised to not be afraid of anything, and she lived by that code, that is until her dad died and left everything in her hands. Now she’s not only in charge of her two younger sisters, but she’s
running a full-blown Texas ranch. Caring for a thousand?acre ranch has its ups and downs, physically, mentally, and financially. All she is looking for is a little break. What she doesn't have time for is
someone who will only complicate her life further. Chase is back in his hometown. Helping his dad with his veterinary practice is high on his list. So is being with the lovely Lauren West. Years ago, he found a
unique way to bind them together. Now all he has to do is prove to her that he’s the right man to spend the rest of her life with.
Long hailed as a seminal work of modernism in the tradition of Joyce and Kafka, and now available in a supple new English translation, Italo Svevo’s charming and splendidly idiosyncratic novel conducts
readers deep into one hilariously hyperactive and endlessly self-deluding mind. The mind in question belongs to Zeno Cosini, a neurotic Italian businessman who is writing his confessions at the behest of his
psychiatrist. Here are Zeno’s interminable attempts to quit smoking, his courtship of the beautiful yet unresponsive Ada, his unexpected–and unexpectedly happy–marriage to Ada’s homely sister Augusta,
and his affair with a shrill-voiced aspiring singer. Relating these misadventures with wry wit and a perspicacity at once unblinking and compassionate, Zeno’s Conscience is a miracle of psychological realism.
Acclaimed as one of the best works available on feminine psychology from the time it first appeared in 1933, The Way of All Women discusses topics such as work, marriage, motherhood, old age, and
women's relationships with family, friends, and lovers. Dr. Harding, who was best known for her work with women and families, stresses the need for a woman to work toward her own wholeness and develop
the many sides of her nature, and emphasizes the importance of unconscious processes.
Dal cuore alla mente è un viaggio appassionato attraverso alcuni grandi film che hanno fatto la storia del Cinema. Dai capolavori del neorealismo italiano, ai grandi classici americani del secondo dopoguerra,
fino ad alcuni film dei giorni nostri: le schede che compongono questo volume procedono – come suggerisce il titolo – “dal cuore alla mente”, ossia dall’impatto emotivo che la visione suscita nello spettatore
fino all’analisi delle tecniche creative e compositive di cui il regista si è servito. Un approccio quanto mai interessante, quindi, specialmente per un’arte giovane come il cinema che in poco più di un secolo di
storia è riuscita a fare passi da gigante, sia dal punto di vista dei contenuti che della forma. Analizzare nell’insieme le due componenti è l’unico modo per fruire dell’esperienza cinematografica e riuscire a
trasferirla agli altri.

The classic of practical mysticism is published with four bonus works in this handsome signature edition. Since it first appeared in 1914, The Impersonal Life has touched hundreds of
thousands of readers. Its simple meditative message teaches you, step by step, to realize that your own consciousness is one with all of Creation—that you are an outlet of Divine will. Once
that extraordinary truth is understood, your wishes become one with God, and your life unfolds in a meaningful, exuberant mosaic in which your fondest hopes and highest purposes are
realized. Written anonymously by American mystic Joseph S. Benner (1872-1938), The Impersonal Life is one of the modern landmarks of New Thought and mystical spirituality As a special
bonus, this edition includes four of Benner's most powerful essays: The Way Out; The Way Beyond; Wealth; and The Teacher. Here is a complete journey into the work of a spiritual genius
and practical mystic.
In The Romance Epics of Boiardo, Ariosto, and Tasso, Jo Ann Cavallo attempts a new interpretation of the history of the renaissance romance epic in northern Italy, focusing on the period's
three major chivalric poets. Cavallo challenges previous critical assumptions about the trajectory of the romance genre, especially regarding questions of creative imitation, allegory, ideology,
and political engagement. In tracing the development of the romance epic against the historical context of the Ferrarese court and the Italian peninsula, Cavallo moves from a politically
engaged Boiardo, whose poem promotes the tenets of humanism, to an individualistic Tasso, who opposed the repressive aspects of the counter-reformation culture he is often thought to
represent. Ariosto is read from the vantage of his predecessor Boiardo, and Cavallo describes his cynicism and later mellowing attitude toward the real-world relevance of his and Boiardo's
fiction. The Romance Epics of Boiardo, Ariosto, and Tasso is the first critical study to bring together the three poets in a coherent vision that maps changes while uncovering continuities.
When young Iqbal is sold into slavery at a carpet factory, his arrival changes everything for the other overworked and abused chidren there. It is Iqbal who explains to them that despite their
master's promises, he plans on keeping them as his slaves indefinetely. But it is also Iqbal who inspires the other children to look to a future free from toil...and is brave enough to show them
how to get there. This moving fictionalized account of the real Iqbal Masih is told through the voice of Fatima, a young Pakistani girl whose life is changed by Iqbal's courage.
Na'ama Newman wakes up one morning to a new reality. Her husband Udi, formerly a healthy, active tour guide, announces that he can no longer move his legs. The paralysis is diagnosed
as psychosomatic - Udi has gone on strike and Na'ama must cope with the crisis, while balancing the demands of work and motherhood. The plot moves swiftly from this starting point, and
Shalev depicts the complexities of intimate relationships with daring perceptiveness. It is a unique and intense novel, compulsively readable and extraordinarily insightful. Husband and Wife
brilliantly captures the vulnerability and deceptive comforts of lives intertwined, as well as the near impossibility of setting out to disentangle them without any casualties. With this novel,
Zeruya Shalev is sure to gain the renown in the UK that she already enjoys around the world.
SYNCHRONICITY - Flight 9941Events on the edge of reality. Passengers disappear, one after the otherSynchronicity, quantum physics and a thrilling plot: beyond the mirror exists the answer
to our questions...For author Jane Milton Ke noys, the most important moment of her career has come: the Pulitzer Prize for fiction in New York.But the trip won't be exactly what she thought.
The passengers begin to disappear.Unusual circumstances slowly begin to manifest themselves, shattering the certainties of logic, events that sink their roots into a very particular conception
of existence, discovered by the Swiss psychologist C. G. Jung and the father of Quantum Physics, Wolfgang Pauli.A great thriller based upon laws and scientific theories that open new
extraordinary horizons to the human mind, offering intriguing answers to the most disturbing questions.What is destiny? Do we really have freedom of choice? Is ours the only existing
reality?Can we solve situations with no way out?A fascinating story, able to overturn normal points of view on what we are, and what we see.From Quantum Entanglement to our
consciousness, from Synchronicity to the collective unconscious, Synchronicity is the threshold of direct connection between the mind and the universe.Here the fascinating booktrailer: https:
//www.pierluigitombetti.com/booktraile
The tragic history of mid-century Europe told through the lives of ordinary people 1938. Thirty-two countries convene to decide how to deal with the influx of Jews fleeing Nazi Germany and Austria. Good
intentions abound, but no government is willing to accept the refugees. At the same time, Fascist Italy is introducing its infamous racial laws. In this new, stirring novel Lia Levi portrays Italy’s tragic past
through the story of a Jewish family, plagued by doubts, passions, weaknesses, impulses, and betrayals. Set in Genoa in the years of the racial laws, the novel follows a would-be genius son, a disappointed,
regretful mother, a wise but irresolute father, an eccentric grandfather, nosy uncles, cousins who are always coming and going. How do individuals face the darkest periods of history? Will anyone rebel
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against the spread of violence and discrimination? Will anyone welcome them if this family flees certain persecution? A harrowing story that resonates with special urgency in our time.
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